In a fast-paced competitive research environment, horizon scanning can be time-consuming and complex. Judgments about what and who to support are difficult given the size, scope, and speed of research today. Research Horizon Navigator™ enables you to quickly discover emerging topics that point to where future breakthroughs are likely to occur.

Explore the dynamically evolving fields with visualizations that show connections between organizations, regions and experts across disciplines. Use these insights to inform strategies for your next contribution or investment, or to demonstrate your impact within the domains that are at the leading edge of research.
Innovate in areas with velocity

Anticipate breakthroughs by exploring new topics defined by recent citation activity.

**Trusted methodology**

The emerging topics methodology is founded on 50 years of research conducted by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI)™.

**Recent research**

Our methodology clusters papers together based on both similarity and recency to provide a fresher perspective on what’s new than what can be achieved through direct citation or keyword-based analysis.

**Author-defined topics**

Emerging topics are established by connections researchers make themselves through co-citation. Each topic is labeled with a research theme assigned by generative AI.
Invest in interdisciplinary fields

Uncover emerging fields of study based on their interdisciplinarity.

Measure interdisciplinarity

New interdisciplinarity metrics unveil how topics form, grow, branch out and merge across the humanities, sciences and social sciences to form distinctive new fields.

Demonstrate output

Understand your current cross-disciplinary synergies or identify which new fields peer institutions are building towards.

Foster collaboration

Make decisions about program structure, stimulate cross-departmental collaboration and align institutional goals with developing fields.
Inform strategy and policy

Stay informed on research trends to make strategic decisions about partnerships, talent, funding and resources.

Identify strengths
Dynamic citation maps allow you to follow relationships between papers and their authors so that you can see what areas in your portfolio are unique.

Uncover strategic insights
Benchmark against your peers, identify strategic partnerships and uncover key funding channels by discovering top contributing institutions, countries and funders in each emerging topic.

Make connections actionable
Generative AI automatically assigns a research theme to each topic so you can succinctly communicate about emerging topics. Export filtered lists of emerging topics to Web of Science™ or your own systems for further analysis.
About Clarivate

Clarivate™ is a leading global provider of transformative intelligence. We offer enriched data, insights & analytics, workflow solutions and expert services in the areas of Academia & Government, Intellectual Property and Life Sciences & Healthcare. For more information, please visit clarivate.com.

Find out more

Research Horizon Navigator is a module within InCites Benchmarking & Analytics.

To learn more about InCites Benchmarking & Analytics™ visit: clarivate.com/incites-benchmarking-analytics
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